
 

Chapter 11 

THE NAVY 

 

Note:  Separate Chapters will detail some of the vessels assigned for local defence and 

patrol duties, the PT Boats and the Coco Solo base and its submarines. 

 

It remains one of the apparent peculiarities of the operation and defence of the Panama 

Canal that its defence until after the war rested almost entirely on the Army (and the 

Army’s Air Corps or Air Force)1.  Even its intelligence operations (see the Chapter on 

intelligence and espionage) in the region were secondary to that of the Army, and while it 

had a limited number of functions in respect of protection of the harbours and the Canal, 

even its air patrol operations had to be supplemented by Army aircraft for sizeable 

portions of the war. 

 

As we have seen, until the passage of the Two Ocean Navy Act 19402 and particularly after 

the Fall of France, the ability of the US fleet to move between the Atlantic and Pacific, and 

vice versa, was to remain a fundamental aspect of the plan for the protection of the 

Continental USA.   

 

In fact, World War 2 was to demonstrate that the strategic necessity for the US to rely on 

fleets on both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, thus diminishing the vital role of the Canal.  

The postwar environment, and the advent of nuclear weapons, were also to later change 

the calculations and to lessen the perceived strategic value of the Canal, at least from a 

 
1  This is particularly the case when the original defences, built around the time of World War 1, almost 
entirely focused on a naval attack.  But then the situation was no different than in the Continental USA, with 
US law specifying that it was the Army that had responsibility for seacoast defences. 
2 The costliest naval procurement Bill in US history to then, it increased the size of the US Navy by 70% by 
adding 257 ships.  Problems in accommodating new, larger warships is illustrated by the fact that, during 
WW2, the Essex-Class aircraft carriers, built from 1941, could only just pass through the Canal if the lamp 
posts lining the locks were removed.   



 

naval perspective.  A later Chapter will consider postwar revisions of the view of the 

importance of the Canal to US strategic commitments. 

 

 Coco Solo Naval Station in 19413 

 

 

 

 

In any case, as explained in an 

earlier Chapter, the defences 

of the Canal, though 

elaborate, were outmoded - 

most of them having been designed and built in the days before the aeroplane became an 

important weapon and, for many years it had been apparent that the Canal was more 

vulnerable to air attack than to naval bombardment4. 

 

As explained in the Chapter on defences, the original defences of the Canal were, of 

course, constructed to protect against a naval attack, and/or an associated landing of 

troops5. 

 

As we have seen, a joint Army/Navy plan drawn up in 1935 assigned defensive roles 

between Army, Navy, and the Panama Canal Administration as follows – 

• Army – to defend the Canal from sabotage and hostile attacks; 

• Navy – to patrol the coastal zone and control and protect shipping therein; and 

• Panama Canal Administration – to protect, operate and maintain the canal, its 

adjuncts and appurtenances to ensure continuous service at the required levels6. 

 
3  https://military.wikia.org/wiki/Coco_Solo?file=NS_Coco_Solo_Panama_1941_NAN7-64.jpg 
4  https://history.army.mil/html/books/010/10-6/CMH_Pub_10-6.pdf  
5  The original defences were drawn up by the Panama Fortifications Board, itself set up by a Army-Navy 
Joint Board, which made its recommendations in 1910 and proposed a total of 42 large-calibre guns and 
mortars manned by 12 coastal artillery companies. 
6  https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd 

https://military.wikia.org/wiki/Coco_Solo?file=NS_Coco_Solo_Panama_1941_NAN7-64.jpg
https://history.army.mil/html/books/010/10-6/CMH_Pub_10-6.pdf
https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd


 

 

As far as the US Navy was concerned, aside 

from its presence in the Canal Zone, and a radio 

station at San Juan, Puerto Rico, its shore 

establishments in the Caribbean in 1939 were 

confined to just Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and a 

small area on the island of St. Thomas in the US 

Virgin Islands7. 

 

S Naval Air Station Coco Solo 19378 

 

15th NAVAL DISTRICT -   The 15th Naval District, headquartered at Balboa in the Canal 

Zone, was established on 28 November 1917 by an Executive 

Order dated 27 August 1917 and encompassed "the waters 

adjacent to the Canal Zone exclusive of the area between the 

inner limits of the defensive sea areas established at the 

Atlantic Entrance and the Pacific Entrance of the Panama 

Canal".  

 

 A Naval District was a shore-based command and administrative 

centre and was headed by a Commandant.9 

 

In 1945, the District consisted of the Panama Canal Zone and its 

immediate waters.   

 
7  Building the Navy's Bases in World War II, History of the Bureau of Yards and Docks and the Civil Engineer 
Corps 1940-1946 (Volume II), United States Government Printing Office, Washington, 1947: 
https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 
8 https://www.history.navy.mil/content/history/nhhc/our-collections/photography/numerical-list-of-
images/nhhc-series/nh-series/NH-113000/NH-113055.html  
9  The system of Naval Districts was ended in 1999, by which time the US Navy had vacated the Canal Zone. 

https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html
https://www.history.navy.mil/content/history/nhhc/our-collections/photography/numerical-list-of-images/nhhc-series/nh-series/NH-113000/NH-113055.html
https://www.history.navy.mil/content/history/nhhc/our-collections/photography/numerical-list-of-images/nhhc-series/nh-series/NH-113000/NH-113055.html


 

It was disestablished on 31 December 1975, and its 

responsibilities were transferred to the Panama Canal US Naval 

Station10. 

 

Wartime commanders – 

1937-39 Rear Admiral Walter N Vernou 4 Sept 1937 

1939-42 Rear Admiral Frank H Sadler  10 Aug 1939 

1942-43 Rear Admiral Clifford E Van Hook 15 April 1942 

1943-44 Rear Admiral Harold C Train  14 Oct 1943 

1944  Captain Ellis S Stone   10 June 1944 

1944-45 Rear Admiral Howard F Kingman 3 Nov 1944 

1945  Captain Schuyler Mills   9 July 1945 

1945-46 Rear Admiral John R Beardall  23 August 1945 

For details of the naval intelligence work of the District, see the 

Chapter on intelligence and espionage. 

 

15th Naval District 
headquarters in 194111 

 
10  https://www.history.navy.mil/research/library/research-guides/lists-of-senior-officers-and-civilian-
officials-of-the-us-navy/district-commanders/fifteenth-naval-district.html  
11  When the Southern Command Navy component relocated to Rodman Naval Station, the building (named 

Bryan Hall) was used by Directorates of the Southern Command until December 1997. The building went on 
the become the Panamanian Interoceanic Region Authority (ARI) offices; ARI having been created in 1993 to 
organise, plan, manage, market and dispose of all US military and naval properties transferred to Panama: 
http://william_ormsbee.tripod.com/Pages/military_p67.html 
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/search/?q=Photograph:%20cz0003&fi=number&op=PHRASE&va=exact&co%2
0=hh&st=gallery&sg%20=%20true  

https://www.history.navy.mil/research/library/research-guides/lists-of-senior-officers-and-civilian-officials-of-the-us-navy/district-commanders/fifteenth-naval-district.html
https://www.history.navy.mil/research/library/research-guides/lists-of-senior-officers-and-civilian-officials-of-the-us-navy/district-commanders/fifteenth-naval-district.html
http://william_ormsbee.tripod.com/Pages/military_p67.html
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/search/?q=Photograph:%20cz0003&fi=number&op=PHRASE&va=exact&co%20=hh&st=gallery&sg%20=%20true
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/search/?q=Photograph:%20cz0003&fi=number&op=PHRASE&va=exact&co%20=hh&st=gallery&sg%20=%20true


 

 

15th Naval District headquarters housing c.1941 

 

Location of the 15th Naval District 
HQ in relation to present day 
Panama City 

 

In 1939, in the Canal Zone, 

there were several Naval 

shore establishments, some 

of which were directly 

linked to defence of the 

Canal and Canal Zone.  The 

Navy maintained a naval air 

station for patrol aircraft 

and submarine base at Coco 

Solo (aka Upham Naval Air Station, as the translation of “one coconut” was seen as 



 

unflattering) - the site had been originally established as a Naval Air Station in 1918 for 

flying-boats12 13. 

 

A review by the Hepburn Board14 (see below) had recommended an increase in the air 

facilities sufficient to accommodate no less than 7 squadrons of patrol aircraft, with a 

supporting industrial establishment capable of complete engine overhaul, and the 

establishment of a further naval station at Balboa, on the Pacific end of the Canal, to 

support submarines, destroyers, and smaller craft.   

 

Congress approved the base programme as recommended in May 1939, and partial 

financing was provided in the 1940 Appropriation Bill.  Development of the bases 

recommended by the Hepburn Board (see below) began immediately, and early contracts 

were awarded in June and July for work in the Canal Zone15. 

 

In addition to the air station and submarine base at Coco Solo near Colon, in 1939-40 the 

US Navy also maintained a radio station at Gatun and a small section base at Cristobal.  On 

the Pacific side, at Balboa, were located the administrative headquarters of the 15th Naval 

District and, directly across the Canal, on the west bank, an ammunition depot.  Another 

radio station, located at Summit, about one third of the distance from Balboa to Coco 

Solo, and a half a dozen fuel tanks at either end of the Canal, and a few minor installations 

completed the list.  For fuelling and ship repairs, the Navy was entirely dependent on the 

industrial plant owned and operated by the Canal authorities, and these facilities centred 

around a battleship graving dock at Balboa and a small dock, 390-feet long, at Cristobal on 

 
12  The initial improvements in 1940 included enlarging the submarine and air facilities at Coco Solo.  The site 
is now part of 2 large container terminals. 
13  A separate Chapter will take a closer look at Coco Solo, and at its submarines. 
14  This Board was established in 1938 and reviewed America's national defence structure during the 
deteriorating international situation. The "Hepburn Board Report" was the basis for the massive Shore 
Establishment expansion that took place prior to World War 2.  The Report was published in December 
1938. 
15  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 

https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html


 

the Atlantic end of the Canal16.  A half-dozen fuel tanks at either end of the Canal and a 

few other minor installations completed the list of naval assets.   

 

In the late 1930s, naval defence of the Panama Canal, regarded as the focal point of US 

traffic between the Atlantic and Pacific and South America, was, on the Atlantic side, seen 

as being primarily a matter of controlling the approaches to the Gulf of Mexico through 

the Florida Straits and the approaches to the Caribbean through the Yucatan Channel and 

the navigable passes of the Antilles17.  As mentioned elsewhere, providing for the 

adequate defence of the Canal from the Pacific presented a far more difficult problem, 

with there being no potential sites for air bases outside of Panama which could be secured 

by lease or treaty, with only Costa Rica’s Cocos Island and the Galapagos Islands 

presenting possibilities18. 

 

In 1922, the bulk of the Navy’s Atlantic Fleet was transferred to the Pacific, and what 

remained in the Atlantic Fleet became redesignated as the Scouting Fleet (1922–1937) 

and then the Fleet Training Detachment in 193719. 

 

From the 1920s, the US Navy had based a squadron at the Canal Zone, the Special Service 

Squadron, based in the Panama Canal Zone and created in 1920.  It had been created at 

the request of the State Department), which had believed that the presence of US 

“gunboats” would provide the it with leverage in its dealings with Latin American states 

and discourage unrest in the region.  The Navy, however, had not wanted to weaken its 

primary fleet, so it assigned only a few of its oldest vessels to the Squadron, which 

 
16  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 
17  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 
18  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 
19  US Global Defense Posture, 1783–2011 by Stacie L Pettyjohn (RAND Corporation, 2012): 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7249/j.ctt24hrv8.15  

https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html
https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html
https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7249/j.ctt24hrv8.15


 

continued the traditional naval mission of cruising in Central and South America until it 

was disbanded in 1940.20 

 

For immediate defence of the Canal approaches, there were 2 minefields containing sea 

mines and forming part of the Harbor Defense Commands, on either coast, one based on 

Cristobal and the other on Balboa21.  Chapter 18 deals with the minefields, which were 

controlled by the Army. 

 

The defensive mines deployed in the sea approaches caused problems, with accidental 

firing being occasioned by anchored mines exploding after being struck by large fish, by 

parts from a sunken vessel offshore or other debris, and even heavy seas which could 

cause them to explode.  A Canal tugboat was also sunk by a mine when transiting an area 

that had been declared safe. 

 

As well the guns and sea mines, there were also anti-submarine nets and anti-torpedo 

nets deployed to protect the locks against attack using aerial torpedoes.  Additional 

defences were designed to cope with the threat of attack by small, torpedo-armed boats – 

with searchlights and deployed field guns (see below for more on these defences).    

 

As detailed in the Chapter on Coco Solo, the Navy’s submarine presence in Panama was in 

the form of the Coco Solo submarine base22, which had been established in 1918 at the 

Atlantic end of the Canal near Colon23.  It had seen 5 submarines based there during 

 
20  Ibid.  See also The Special Service Squadron and the Caribbean Region 1920–1940: A Case Study in Naval 

Diplomacy by Donald A Yerxa (Naval War College Review, Vol.39, No.4, Autumn 1986). 
21  Termed the Harbor Defenses of Cristobal and Harbor Defenses of Balboa.  Following the war, all such 
minefields, as well as the remaining coastal artillery were disarmed and disestablished in 1950: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harbor_Defense_Command 
22  Incidentally, the birthplace of Senator John McCain, who was born in 1936 at the Navy hospital at the 
Coco Solo Naval Air Station. 
23  The Coco Solo Naval Base was deactivated in 1957, although where the submarine base had been handed 
over to Panama in 1979.  The last part of the larger Coco Solo complex was turned over to the Panamanian 
Government in 1982. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harbor_Defense_Command


 

World War 1 and, at the time of Pearl Harbor, there were 3 “V Boat” submarines stationed 

at the base24 25.   

 

The US Navy began to strengthen and enlarge its installations in the Canal Zone during the 

Summer of 1940.  As already mentioned, the Hepburn Board recommendations saw early 

contracts aimed chiefly at enlarging the air station and submarine base at Coco Solo and 

constructing housing and a new office building at Balboa for the administrative offices of 

the 15th Naval District (see photo below).  However, the scope of the contracts was 

enlarged considerably during the immediate pre-Pearl Harbor period, as defence plans for 

the Canal were broadened and new installations authorised; and by the time of the 

declaration of war, several entirely new activities were well underway, with work 

concentrated in the Coco Solo area and on a new tract of land on the west bank of the 

Canal, directly across from Balboa26. 

 

As explained, for fuelling and ship repairs, the Navy was entirely dependent on the 

industrial plant owned and operated by the Panama Canal.  These involved a battleship 

graving dock at Balboa and a small dock at Cristobal on the Atlantic end of the Canal27. 

 

As part of the Navy expansion plans in 1940, there was greatly increased housing, and 

associated facilities, which included 2 new hospitals, one at either end of the Canal and for 

Navy personnel28.  It also included, as one might expect, increased ammunition storage, 

including a doubling of size of the naval magazine at Coco Solo (which had only been 

completed in 1937)29. 

 
24  USS Barracuda, USS Bass and USS Bonita (the former V-1, V-2 and V-3) had been launched in 1924-25, 
and were decommissioned in 1937, only to be recommissioned because of the threat of war in 1940 and 
assigned to Coco Solo.  They were used to make (uneventful) war patrols from there. 
25  The initial improvements in 1940 included enlarging the submarine and air facilities at Coco Solo.  The site 
is now part of 2 large container terminals. 
26  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 
27  https://www.history.navy.mil/research/library/online-reading-room/title-list-alphabetically/b/building-
the-navys-bases/building-the-navys-bases-vol-2.html 
28  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html  
29  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html  

https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html
https://www.history.navy.mil/research/library/online-reading-room/title-list-alphabetically/b/building-the-navys-bases/building-the-navys-bases-vol-2.html
https://www.history.navy.mil/research/library/online-reading-room/title-list-alphabetically/b/building-the-navys-bases/building-the-navys-bases-vol-2.html
https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html
https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html


 

 

Following the recommendations of the Hepburn Board, initially work was undertaken 

under 2 fixed-fee contracts, awarded in June and July, and devoted primarily to enlarging 

the air station and submarine base at Coco Solo and constructing housing and a new office 

building at Balboa for the administrative offices of the 15th Naval District.  The scope of 

each contract was enlarged considerably during the pre-war period, as defence plans for 

the Canal Zone as a whole were broadened and new installations authorised.  When war 

was declared, several entirely new activities were well underway, with work concentrated 

in the Coco Solo area and on a new tract of land on the west bank of the Canal, directly 

across from Balboa.  Summer 1941 also saw the start of work on the development of a 

new naval operating base on the west bank at Balboa which, with further expansion 

impossible along the congested eastern waterfront, became the centre of major war 

construction effort in the Canal Zone30. 

 

The war years of 1942-1944 would see an enormous increase in construction activity, with 

the major effort being concentrated in 3 categories; fuel storage, ship-repair facilities, and 

the development of several advance bases to support distant air patrols31. The Gatun tank 

farm on the Atlantic side, and the Arraijan farm, on the Pacific32, were started in February 

1942, and a multiple pipeline connecting them, completed in 1943. 

 
30  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 
The peak of construction activity was reached in Summer 1943, and 3 of the 4 major contracts were 
terminated during the Autumn, followed in April 1944 by several smaller lump-sum contracts were awarded 
for minor additions and improvements and to cater for ongoing needs. 
31  See the Chapter on the advance bases. 
32  See the Chapter on the Trans-Panama pipeline etc. 

https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html


 

 

Workers pull a rope in the Balboa Dry Docks with the ship Reina del Pacifico in the background 

 

1942 also saw work started on a second and third graving dock at Balboa, a bombproof 

command centre, additional housing in the District headquarters area, additional frame 

warehouses at the supply depot, 2 new marine railways, adjacent to the existing drydock 

at Cristobal, enlarged ammunition depots at Coco Solo and Balboa, as well as enlarging 

the facilities at the Coco Solo submarine base and air station and the Balboa operating 

base.33 

 

The US Navy command for Panama was the 15th Naval District (see above - which was to 

come under the 10th Fleet command for the Caribbean region, which encompassed most 

of the Caribbean including the northern coast of South America34.), the Commandant of 

which controlled not just naval activities in the Canal Zone, but also served as Commander 

of the Panama Sea Frontier, responsible for the defence of the approaches to the Canal 

 
33  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 
34  https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd 

https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html
https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd


 

and for naval shore facilities in the Central American region.  The headquarters were at 

Balboa35. 

 

The Panama Sea Frontier patrol and threat area covered both Pacific and Caribbean 

regions.  It stretched from the Mexico/Guatemala border out to the Galapagos Islands and 

down to a point at 5° of latitude on the coast of South America.  On the other side, it 

stretched from the Mexico/British Honduras border to Punta de Gallinas in Colombia on 

the north coast of South America, and around 90 miles west of Aruba.  In doing so, the 

Panama Sea Frontier encompassed the coastlines of British Honduras, Guatemala, 

Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama and Colombia. 

 

However, as war approached the US Navy in Panama was not much better equipped than 

the USAAC.  At the time of the attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941, its resources in 

the Canal area consisted of only 2 old destroyers and a gunboat, plus 6 submarines, 3 

converted yachts, 5 subchasers, a minesweeper, and 12 patrol flying boats with their 

tender vessel.   

 

A Joint Operations Center was established on 17 December 1941, with an Air Task Force 

added on 22 December, under the Commanding General of the Sixth Bomber Command.  

The Air Task Force was to include all USAAC bombers in the Panama sector, plus all US 

Navy patrol bombers in the Panama Naval Frontier, for the purpose of aerial patrol and 

reconnaissance and to attack any force detected in either the Atlantic or Pacific 

approaches.   

 

This initially left the Caribbean areas largely to naval forces, as both USAAC and Navy 

aviation operations were concentrated on the Pacific approaches, which were thought 

more potentially vulnerable.  Indeed, the Army was convinced that the greater danger 

 
35  https://www.history.navy.mil/content/history/nhhc/research/library/research-guides/guide-us-naval-
administrative-histories-wwii.html#122  

https://www.history.navy.mil/content/history/nhhc/research/library/research-guides/guide-us-naval-administrative-histories-wwii.html#122
https://www.history.navy.mil/content/history/nhhc/research/library/research-guides/guide-us-naval-administrative-histories-wwii.html#122


 

came from the Pacific and thus there was a need to concentrate forces on that side.  

However, the Navy considered the submarine threat on the Atlantic approaches and 

Caribbean sea routes to be greater.36 

 

 
 
The 15th Naval District Headquarters in 
Balboa in 194137 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

110 NAVAL VESSELS THROUGH THE CANAL IN 48 HOURS 

 

In 1934, the US Fleet Commander, Admiral David Foot Sellers, decided to try to surpass 

the estimated maximum for passing naval vessels through the Canal – said to be 48 ships 

during a 24-hour period.  Canal Operations managed to pass 110 ships through in 48 

hours, moving from the Pacific to the Atlantic.  At the same time, a fuller test of the 

capabilities of the Canal in an emergency situation was undertaken.  All military personnel 

in the Canal Zone were mobilised and wartime regulations were put into effect, with no 

civilians allowed near the Locks – with all Canal facilities readied for the unprecedented 

mass movement38.  

 

THE VINSON BILL AND THE HEPBURN AND GREENSLADE BOARD REPORTS 

 

 
36  Security and Defense of the Panama Canal 1903-2000 by Charles Morris, Panama Canal Commission: 

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j 
37   https://nbaersplayground.com/ldorr/15thND.html 
38  http://www.panamahistorybits.com/article.asp?id=2011-07-15  

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j
https://nbaersplayground.com/ldorr/15thND.html
http://www.panamahistorybits.com/article.asp?id=2011-07-15


 

A board set up by the US Navy, which became known as the Hepburn Board, made an 

exhaustive survey of the strategic needs in connection with the naval defence of the US 

and of the existing facilities for meeting those needs.  

 

Its report was submitted to Congress on 27 December 1938 and recommended the 

establishment of new air bases and the expansion of existing bases to provide 3 major air 

bases on each coast, 1 in the Canal Zone, and 1 in Hawaii; with outlying operating bases in 

the West Indies, Alaska, and our Pacific islands possessions.  

 

The Board also recommended that the naval air training station at Pensacola be greatly 

enlarged and that possibly an additional air training station be established at Corpus 

Christi, Texas; new submarine bases be established in Alaska and the mid-Pacific area, and 

several existing stations be improved or retained.  

 

Some additional facilities were suggested for the existing destroyer bases at Philadelphia 

and San Diego.  No new mine bases were considered necessary, but certain deficiencies 

were noted in existing bases.  

 

In February 1939, a report from the House Naval Affairs Committee said that – 

“Present emphasis upon creation of additional air bases results from the need of 

making adequate provision of such facilities to match the increased importance of 

the air arm of naval defense. At a time when virtually all components of the navy 

are undergoing expansion, it is especially important to repair deficiencies in air-

base facilities to insure the operation at maximum efficiency not only of the 

expanded air force but of the naval combat force as a whole.”39 

 

A general priority schedule was established, based on the necessity for providing facilities 

when the ships and aircraft authorised by the Vinson Bill (which provided for an increase 

 
39  https://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/document.php?id=cqresrre1939021600  

https://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/document.php?id=cqresrre1939021600


 

of 20% in ships and an increase of the Navy's aircraft strength to 3,000 planes) would be 

completed.  In addition, there was a list of projects, considered to be of immediate 

strategic importance, which should be undertaken at the earliest practicable date – none 

of which impacted the Canal Zone. 

 

Shortly after, in the first major expansion of the US Navy since World War 1, and being 

authorised just 2 months after Hitler overran Austria, the Vinson Bill of May 1938 

provided for an increase of 20% in the number of ships and an increase of the Navy's 

aircraft strength to 3,000 aircraft.  

 

Prior to this, in 1934, with the passage of the Vinson-Trammell Act to build the fleet up to 

the limits allowed under the Washington and London Treaties, a Board was established 

which set out the general priorities to govern future development of naval installations.  

The US West Coast, Canal Zone, Hawaiian Islands, the Philippine Islands and Guam were 

given the highest "A" classification. 

 

During the war, another board was set up, the Greenslade Board, which requested plans 

from the various bureaux and offices of the Navy Department and considered this 

material from the standpoint of the naval requirements upon the completion of the 81% 

increase in the Navy planned by 1946, following passage of the Two Oceans Act of 1940 

and the strategic defence of the Western Hemisphere and western Pacific.  This Board was 

given the specific task of recommending sites and facilities for the bases that had been 

acquired in British possessions as a result of the agreement of September 1940. The 

report was submitted on 15 November 1940 and proposed facilities that would cost a 

total of $315 million. 

 

In the report, the Canal Zone had the role of a “subsidiary operating base”. 

 



 

An important difference in strategic planning between this report and the report of the 

Hepburn Board were that the Greenslade Board proposed a more definite extension of 

the US Pacific frontier to the Philippines and urged that arrangements be made for the use 

of the British base at Singapore by US forces and the acquisition of a base in Trinidad to 

extend southward the range of any fleet operation in the enlarged concept of hemisphere 

defence.  It should also be noted that, at the time of the latter report, there was a real 

possibility that the Axis powers would seize French North Africa and establish themselves 

at Dakar. 

 

Notwithstanding its description in the later Greenslade Board report as a “subsidiary 

operating base”, the Canal Zone had been one area highlighted for authorised expansion 

and improvements of naval facilities during the 1930s, in the recommendations following 

the Vinson-Trammell Act of 1934 and in the Hepburn Board report of 1938. 40 

  

 
40  www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-1.html  

http://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-1.html


 

THE CENTRAL AMERICAN BANANA FLEET 

The US Navy Special Service Squadron and the Caribbean Region 1920-194041 

 

During the years between the wars, the Special service Squadron was the embodiment of 

US naval diplomacy in the Caribbean.  The region was regarded as politically unstable 

following World War 1, with the CNO arguing that the navy should be a form of 

“stabilizer”.  Indeed, between November 1918 and October 1919, the State Department 

called on the Navy to despatch warships to trouble spots in the Caribbean 10 times.  Then 

in December 1919, the ONI predicted that Central America would be “fraught 

with…disorder, revolution and bloodshed”.  This would appear to call for the use of so-

called “gunboat diplomacy”.   

 

A 1919 report to the CNO42 contended that such operations were crucial, and that a 

permanent squadron was necessary for Caribbean policing duties.  The Navy did not 

initially support the report’s arguments, and operations continued on an essentially ad 

hoc basis. 

 

During 1920, a plan evolved for the use of patrol squadron for services in Latin American 

waters, with itineraries to include frequent calls at ports, with the hope that an occasional 

visit by a US warship would raise “the ghost of intervention or gringo absorption”. Then, in 

May 1920, the Office of Naval Operations decided to create a dedicated squadron. 

 

The squadron was official created on 25 September 1920 as the Special Service Squadron 

(although it would be dubbed the “Central American banana Fleet”).  It primary mission 

was to be “to promote friendly relations and to contribute to the growth of a better 

understanding between the United States and the other republics of the Western 

 
41  The Special Service Squadron and the Caribbean Region, 1920-1940: A Case Study in Naval Diplomacy by 
Donald A Yerxa (Naval War College Review, Autumn 1986): https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/44637727.pdf  
42  US Navy Chief of Naval Operations 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/44637727.pdf


 

Hemisphere”. Underlying this was, of course, seen as protection for US citizens and US 

interests in the region. 

 

The gunboat diplomacy and military intervention aspects of the work of the Squadron 

were to overshadow its goodwill role during the Squadron’s existence.  On 51 occasions 

during 1920-34, the State Department requested responses to political unrest and 

revolutionary violence in the Caribbean, forming what has been described as a pattern of 

coercive naval diplomacy.  In some cases, “neutral zones” were established by landed 

forces in ports to protect US and foreign lives and interests43. 

 

There were more prolonged intervention operations – in Nicaragua in 1926-33 and in 

Cuba 1933-3444. 

 

In the 1930s, disputes broke out between the Navy and the State Department over the 

goodwill role of the Squadron, with the latter arguing that the Squadron’s courtesy visits 

had diplomatic importance and required prior advice to (and presumably clearance from) 

the State Department. 

 

By the Summer of 1933, the Squadron had decreased in size from its more normal 5 to 9 

ships to just 3.  By this time, the disagreements with the State Department had resulted in 

the Squadron being reduced to being “on call” in the Canal Zone.  It was revived and given 

a new lease of life by the Cuba crisis. 

 

In the 1930s, revolutionary turmoil in the Cuba led President Roosevelt to expand the 

Squadron to no less than 30 ships, commanded by 1933 by a Rear Admiral.  The extensive 

naval operations proved to be the highpoint of the Squadron’s gunboat diplomacy. 

 
43  For example, Honduras in April 1925 and Nicaragua in May to August 1926. 
44  The Cuban crisis saw the rise to power of Fulgencio Batista, the dictator who would eventually be ousted 
by Fidel Castro. 



 

Under Roosevelt, the US attempted to shed its interventionist habits in favour of a “good 

neighbour” policy (though this was aided by the appearance of local “strongmen”45, 

whose tight hold on power meant there were less visible signs of instability). 

 

With the end of the Cuba crisis, in February 1935, the CNO ordered the Squadron to leave 

its temporary base at St Petersburg, Florida and return to the Canal Zone, and thence to 

restart the goodwill cruises of the Caribbean. 

 

In 1935-39, the goodwill missions became the Squadron’s primary concern, and 2 new 

gunboats joined the Squadron in 1938 to assist in carrying out such missions.  However, 

the practice of sending newly commissioned warships on shakedown cruises of Latin 

American ports tended to make the Squadron’s goodwill visits somewhat superfluous. 

 

Then the outbreak of war in September 1939 and the creation of the Neutrality Patrol (see 

Chapter 3) radically altered the operations of the Squadron.  Its commander was given the 

task of protecting the Canal Zone and policing the Caribbean and, on 5 September 1939, 

began patrolling to augment the activities of the 15th Naval District in the Canal Zone.  2 

additional destroyers were attached to the Squadron, so that it could patrol both the 

approaches to the Canal and carry out some limited neutrality patrol work in the 

Caribbean. 

 

During this period, the USS Erie (see Chapter 15) tracked the German vessel Havelland for 

over 3 months46.  The Squadron also assisted in Army training, testing the defences by 

making mock attacks against several Canal installations. 

 

 
45  For example, Trujillo in the Dominican Republic, Somoza in Nicaragua, Ubico in Guatemala and Batista in 
Cuba. 
46  This cargo vessel was subsequently interned in Japan in 1939, only to subsequently return to service, only 
to be torpedoed by the submarine USS Gurnard off Japan in 1943. 



 

The Navy Department formally abolished the Squadron on 17 September 1940, 

reassigning most of its vessels to the 15th Naval District. 

 

THE TWO OCEAN ACT 

 

The Two-Ocean Navy Act of 1940 (aka the Seventy-Percent Act, the Vinson-Walsh Act or 

the Second Naval Expansion Act47) was one of the largest procurement bills in the history 

of the US Navy.  It increased by 70% the Navy’s size for combat tonnage at a cost of $4 

billion.  It also set into motion a strategy that is still relevant today – basing US fleets in 

both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. 

 

The Bill was introduced in June 1940 by Representative Carl Vinson, and provided for 200 

combatant and 20 auxiliary ships. While in his testimony to Congress the Chief of Naval 

Operations, Admiral Stark, did not provide numbers, he was expecting this increase would 

furnish his service with an additional 7 battleships, 18 aircraft carriers, 27 cruisers, 115 

destroyers and 43 submarines, and to maintain or purchase up to 15,000 “useful” naval 

aircraft. 

 

The increase would allow the US Navy to engage in offensive action against an enemy 

navy in one ocean while carrying out successful defensive operations against an opposing 

navy in another ocean.  It would be the first time the Navy’s warship numbers would rise 

 
47  The first had been the Vinson-Trammell Act of 1934 (aka the Naval Expansion Act), which provided the 
first major expansion since World War 1.  This had added 65 destroyers, 30 submarines, 1 aircraft carrier 
and 1,184 naval aircraft.  There had also been the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) of the mid-1930s, 
which saw $237 million set aside to construct warships to help improve the economy with increased 
employment.  The Navy responded by contracting to build 20 destroyers, 4 submarines, 4 light cruisers and 
2 aircraft carriers.  The Naval Expansion Act 1938 added to the inventory with $1 billion for a dirigible, 2 light 
cruisers, 1 aircraft carrier, 1 large and 2 smaller seaplane tenders, minelayers, minesweepers, 2 oil tankers, 2 
fleet tugs, and an indefinite number of speedy, experimental torpedo boats (which became the wartime PT 
boats).  The Naval Expansion Act of June 1940, aka the Eleven Percent Act increased the Navy’s warship fleet 
by 11%, concentrating mostly on aircraft carriers, submarines and cruisers: 
https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2014/07/19/as-war-in-europe-escalated-1940-naval-expansion-act-
came-when-platformsmatter-ed-most/  

https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2014/07/19/as-war-in-europe-escalated-1940-naval-expansion-act-came-when-platformsmatter-ed-most/
https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2014/07/19/as-war-in-europe-escalated-1940-naval-expansion-act-came-when-platformsmatter-ed-most/


 

above the limitations placed on it by the Washington Treaty of 1922 and end years of a 

declining naval fleet48. 

 

The Two Ocean Act authorised – 

• 2 Iowa Class battleships (these would be subsequently cancelled) 

• 5 Montana Class battleships 

• 6 Alaska Class cruisers 

• 18 aircraft carriers 

• 27 cruisers 

• 115 destroyers 

• 43 submarines 

• 15,000 aircraft 

• The conversion of 100,000 tons of auxiliary ships 

• $50 million for patrol, escort and other vessels 

• $150 million for essential equipment and facilities 

• $65 million for the manufacture of ordnance material or munitions 

• $35 million for the expansion of facilities 

 

THE USN/USAAF AGREEMENT OVER LAND-BASED PATROL AIRCRAFT 

 

Before World War 2, the US Congress had mandated that the US Navy was not 

permitted to operate land-based combat aircraft.  During the war, however, these 

rules were gradually modified, as the Navy sought greater control over all aspects 

of naval warfare, and the Army needed all its units for combat operations in Europe 

and the Pacific.   

 
48  https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2014/07/19/as-war-in-europe-escalated-1940-naval-expansion-
act-came-when-platformsmatter-ed-most/  
  

https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2014/07/19/as-war-in-europe-escalated-1940-naval-expansion-act-came-when-platformsmatter-ed-most/
https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2014/07/19/as-war-in-europe-escalated-1940-naval-expansion-act-came-when-platformsmatter-ed-most/


 

In August 1943, the US Army and US Navy came to an agreement, and in mid-1943, 

the Army agreed to turn over all anti-submarine operations to the Navy. 

US Navy 15th Naval District Shore Patrol Badge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The heavy cruiser USS Vincennes (CA-44) 
passing through the Panama Canal on 6 
January 1938, while en route to join the 
Pacific Fleet.  

Note the crewmen on her deck, watching the 
airplane from which the photograph was 
taken  

(Naval History and Heritage Command). 



 

 

Map said show the defences on 2 January 1943 

Overhead 
view of a PBY 
Catalina on its 
take-off run, 
Panama Canal 
Zone, 1939.  

Source US 

Navy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BLIMPS v U-BOATS 

 

While a slow-moving blimp might be a good observation platform to spot U-boats, it 

hardly seems a practical weapon to use in an attack on one.  Nevertheless, there are 2 

recorded instances of US Navy blimps based in the US making such an attack – 

• The depth charge attack made by US Navy blimp K-6 on the surfacing U-94 in 

March 1942 was the first air anti-submarine warfare action on the US coast, after 

which the U-boat reportedly turned for home; and 

• When U-134 was intending to target shipping between Florida and Cuba it was 

challenged by the attack of US Navy blimp K-74 over the Florida Straits in July 

1943.  It is the only documented instance of battle between 2 such combatants in 

history.49 

 

A blimp – a US Navy Airship on convoy 
duty in the Western Atlantic.  Note the 
flag flying from the blimp's stern50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pilot’s manual for US Navy K-Type Airships51   

 
49 https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/46950164.pdf  
50 https://www.history.navy.mil/content/history/nhhc/our-collections/photography/numerical-list-of-
images/nhhc-series/nh-series/80-G-428000/80-G-428465.html  
51 https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/handbooks_manuals/aviation/media/airship_pilot_manual.pdf  

https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/46950164.pdf
https://www.history.navy.mil/content/history/nhhc/our-collections/photography/numerical-list-of-images/nhhc-series/nh-series/80-G-428000/80-G-428465.html
https://www.history.navy.mil/content/history/nhhc/our-collections/photography/numerical-list-of-images/nhhc-series/nh-series/80-G-428000/80-G-428465.html
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/handbooks_manuals/aviation/media/airship_pilot_manual.pdf


 

 

The K-Type airships were produced by Goodyear. 

 

The K-ship was used as the standard patrol type for anti-submarine duties in the Atlantic 

and Pacific fleets during WW2.   They were the backbone of the US Navy’s airship fleet in 

WW2 and had the largest production run of any airship type/class operated by the Navy 

or, in fact, of any in the world.   

 

The original K-1 had been an experimental type and differed considerably from the K-2 

which became the prototype for the wartime K-series. The K-2 was procured under a 

contract on 11 August 1937, and made her first flight on 6 December 1938, at Akron, Ohio, 

and was delivered by Goodyear to the Navy at NAS Lakehurst on 16 December 1938.  At 

that time, she was the largest non-rigid airship in the Navy’s inventory, with an envelope 

capacity of 425,000 cubic feet (12,043 cubic meters).  

 

It was equipped with communication equipment and the necessary instruments for 

blind/night flying.  For surface search operations, particularly against U-boats, each airship 

was provided with an ASG-type radar unit capable of detecting objects at 90 miles.  

Underwater search equipment included sonobuoys and MAD gear.  Armament for the K-

ship normally included 4 torpex-filled Mk 47 (350 lb) depth bombs, 2 on external bomb 

racks and 2 in the bomb-bay.  A 0.50-inch Browning aircraft machine gun was placed in a 

turret in the forward part of the K-ship’s control car.  For fire power from the after end of 

the car, many K-ships had Browning automatic rifles available for installation in the aft 

windows which were removable. The 40- feet long control car carried the crew, 

armament, power plants and most of the equipment. 



 

 

The K-ship was powered by 2 x Pratt7 Whitney R1340 Wasp radial aero-engines of 

approximately 425 hp.  They were 251 feet 8 inches (76.73 meters) long. 

 

During the war, blimp squadron flight personnel were divided into combat air crews that 

normally consisted of 10 people.  The officer complement included a senior or command 

pilot (flight captain), 2 co-pilots and a navigator who also was a pilot.  Enlisted personnel 

were composed of an airship rigger, an ordnanceman, 2 mechanics and 2 radiomen.  The 

radiomen operated the radar, the MAD equipment, Loran equipment, and the standard 

radio transmitters and receivers.  

 

For their duties of escort and patrol, K-ships possessed the advantages of hovering and 

making slow-speed searches at altitudes of 100 feet or less for extended periods of time.  

These long-endurance, low-altitude, slow-speed searches resulted in the detection of 

numerous enemy submarines, as well as locating and assisting in the rescue of many 

vessels, aircraft and persons in distress. The ability to operate successfully in conditions of 

reduced visibility made it possible for airships (particularly K-types) to perform their anti-

submarine missions when low ceilings and poor visibility grounded other types of aircraft.  

Endurance was another key factor in the operation of the K-ships.  The K-ship’s normal 

endurance of over 26 hours at cruising speed was an important r factor in the 

employment of anti-submarine tactics during WW2.52 

 

However, in August 1943, the US Navy blimp (or LTA – Lighter Than Air) programme found 

itself in the middle of a bitter turf war between the USAAF and Navy for control of land-

based air anti-submarine warfare53.  The programme was stopped; orders for new airships 

were cut back, ending production of the new, larger M type at 4 units, and the K series at 

135, with spares and 22 training ships.  By this stage in the war the blimp was finally 

 
52  https://www.history.navy.mil/content/dam/nhhc/research/histories/naval-aviation/navys-lighter-than-
air-experience-monograph/pdfs/lta-06.pdf  
53  See Chapter 23. 

https://www.history.navy.mil/content/dam/nhhc/research/histories/naval-aviation/navys-lighter-than-air-experience-monograph/pdfs/lta-06.pdf
https://www.history.navy.mil/content/dam/nhhc/research/histories/naval-aviation/navys-lighter-than-air-experience-monograph/pdfs/lta-06.pdf


 

getting effective sensors, and the suggestion of a useful weapon.  The 1943 cutbacks hit 

LTA development, but the killer blows were the high casualty rate from basic aviation 

accidents, and the failure to score a single clear-cut U-boat kill54. 

 

The last US Navy K-ship (there had been other types, including the wartime M-ship, with a 

much larger control car) was finally retired in 1959. 

  
A K-ship on patrol. Note the depth bombs on the 
underside of the control car. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HARBOUR DEFENCES 

 

While, in general, close-in defence of the Canal, locks and harbours was the responsibility 

of the Army, the Navy retained responsibility for certain aspects (including taking over 

responsibility for the Transit Guard from February 1942).  These included underwater 

installations, including anti-torpedo and anti-submarine defences. 

 

ANTI-TORPEDO NETS 

 

 
54 Forgotten Weapon: U. S. Navy Airships and the U-boat War by William T Althoff (Annapolis: Naval Institute 
Press, 2009) 



 

In 1939, funds were authorised for improvement of the Canal Zone’s defences included 

underwater protection against submarines and torpedo (including air-launched). 

 

By July 1941, anti-submarine nets had been installed to protect the outer reaches at the 

entrance to the Colón breakwater and in the area of La Boca at the other end of the Canal. 

However, as would be demonstarted by the Royal Navy attack on the Italian fleet at 

Taranto, and subsequently at Pearl Harbor, development of the air-launched torpedo and 

its use  meant that shallow water and short locks were no longer a guarantee of security.   

 

It was felt that traffic in the main channel, and in Gatun and Miraflores Lakes were 

vulnerable to torpedo attack.  On 8 December 1941, the War Department issued 

instructions for the Commanding General to put in place all underwater harbour defence 

measures, in coordination with the Navy. 

 

In March 1942, a technical report said that the Japanese had developed a new type of 

torpedo which rendered current defences obsolete.  This resulted in proposals to upgrade 

and strengthen the nets protecting the Miraflores and Pedro Miguel Locks. 

 

On 18 December 1942, an 800-feet (244 metres) anti-torpedo net at a depth of 40-feet 

(12.2 metres) began to be installed at Madden Dam.   

 

On 30 May 1943, a net installed at the Miraflores Spillway came free (2 days after 

completion) and went over the spillway, resulting in a recommendation that such spillway 

nets be abandoned due to the currents involved. 

 

Other proposals included, in June 1943, a net fitted with depth charges in the approach to 

Gatun Locks, to allow proactive defence.  This was not pursued. 

 

ANTI-TORPEDO BOAT DEFENCES 



 

 

As the Canal Zone was a base for PT boats during the war, and the US was a major use of 

such light coastal motor torpedo craft, it may not be surprising that the War Department 

in February 1942 hgihlighted attacks on harbours, fleet anchorages etc by fast-moving, 

shallow-draught torpedo boats. 

 

The recommendations made were for the use of existing weapons.  For ranges up to 2,000 

yards (1,829 metres), 37mm or 40mm guns with a director or remote control systems was 

proposed. 

 

It was decided to relocate existing fixed seacoast or anti-aircraft 3-inch (76.2mm) guns, 

with additional 60-inch (152.4cm) searchlights, linked by telephone to harbour defence 

command posts.  At Balboa harbour, 13 75mm field guns were employed.   

 

However, it had been said that anti-aircraft defence should not be adversely affected by 

modifications made to defence to combat the small craft.  Some of the sites for the 

protection of vital installations did not permit dual use.  On the Atlantic end of the Canal, 

the Limon Bay was usually crowded, and at the other end many ships were anchored 

outside the minefield, making protection of such vessels difficult.  Protecting the vessels at 

anchor, and the anti-submarine net, at Thatcher Ferry alone55 required the siting of at 

least 5 gun batteries. 

 

Nevertheless, in October 1942, the Coastal Artillery Command reported that all armament 

was well placed for defence against torpedo boats (and low-flying torpedo-launching or 

mine laying aircraft)56. 

 
55  Where the Bridge of the Americas (opened in 1962) now lies, linking the North and South America land 
masses. 
56  Security and Defense of the Panama Canal 1903-2000 by Charles Morris, Panama Canal Commission: 

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j 

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j


 
 


